• Monday, October 3rd
Vocabulary: Color the pictures. (Paste the cutout in your notebook and color the picture with the correct color.)

1. Purple grapes.
2. Red heart.
3. Yellow sun.
4. Pink pig.
5. Orange orange.

• Tuesday, October 4th
Grammar: Draw, label and color: In your notebook draw a picture about the following party objects color and label them.

It’s a red present.
They’re yellow cakes.
They are purple balloons.
It’s an orange candle.
It’s a green party hat.
They are pink streamers.

• Wednesday, October 5th
Spelling: Draw a picture and label them. (In your notebook from your spelling list 2 part A practice the words and draw a picture about each one then label them.)

• Thursday, October 6th
Grammar: Look and answer. (In your notebook draw the pictures then answer the question write IT’S OR THEY´RE.)

1. _______ presents. 2. _______ candle. 3. _______ balloons. 4. _______ cake.